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Constructing an IT Advantage
You are getting hammered every day on your margins, rising costs, labor shortages, and other factors you can’t control.  
Take back control by choosing the right IT partner who can help limit your security risk, increase your productivity, and  
reduce your technology costs!

Construction companies that adopt and optimize technology to maximize operational efficiency have a clear competitive  
advantage. Cloud computing gives workers easy access to company data needed for decision-making in the field.  
Mobile devices allow connectivity across multiple job sites and the ability to access information and report in real time.

With DKBinnovative as your partner, you can rest easy that whether in the office, construction trailer, or on site, you will  
have most reliable, safe, and efficient IT structure possible.

 PRODUCTIVITY  
  One hour of IT interruption means three hours of lost productivity for your company. That’s why DKBinnovative measures 

success not only on the speed of IT resolution, but on how many issues we can prevent. The ability to send and receive data 
immediately from anywhere improves communication, increases organizational flexibility, and maximizes your profitability.

 VENDOR MANAGEMENT 
  We remove the headache and finger-pointing that comes with managing multiple vendors. From laptops and printers to  

phone systems and headsets, we integrate all your disparate pieces of technology. We negotiate the best pricing on your 
behalf and triage any issues that may arise. Leave the IT vendors to us so you can focus on what you do best.

 CYBERSECURITY 
   The combination of a large mobile workforce, frequent file and data sharing, and high personnel turnover make the 

construction industry a prime target for cyberattacks. Beyond compromising organizational and high-value client information, 
cyberattacks can cause complete system shutdowns. Our industry-leading cybersecurity expertise will keep your data safe, 
secure, and effective.

 COMPLIANCE 
  Compliance is important, but it can be a productivity killer. We ensure that you have the necessary training, resources,  

and security measures to meet the growing list of industry compliance and reporting requirements, including  
ITAR/DFARS, PCI, and ISO.

Let us handle your IT productivity, vendors, cybersecurity, and compliance so you can focus  
on running your company well and delivering maximum value to your customers.
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The construction industry 
only spends 1.5% of  
their revenue on IT.
 — Deloitte Insights

Construction is one of the  
LEAST DIGITIZED  
sectors in the world.  
 — McKinsey Global Institute

More than 75% in the construction,  
engineering, and infrastructure industries  
have experienced a cyber-incident  
within the last 12 months.
 — Forrester Hub International

12

of procurement departments  
would consider removing a supplier  
from their roster due to a breach.

Radically Different Approach, Dramatically Different Results
You will be assigned a virtual CIO who is responsible for managing risk, budgeting, and creating a customized IT strategy based  
on your needs. Everyone at our service desk is a high-level, experienced professional so that if you do encounter an issue, it is  
resolved within minutes rather than hours. And our unlimited tech support prevents loss of productivity, saves you money, and  
gives you peace of mind.

CUSTOMIZED SERVICES FOR YOUR BUSINESS
•  PRIORITY Doing the right things the right way is our standard. We handle vendor management and work as your all-inclusive and 

integrated IT program. Our team works both remotely and onsite, keeping you productive and saving you money on your bottom line.

•  MOBILITY Our mobile technology expertise helps construction companies deliver information wherever it needs to go. We offer  
real-time facilities monitoring, operations management, and field workforce technology.

•  REMOTE CONNECTIVITY Working remotely is vital in construction. DKBinnovative will update and manage your current systems and 
train your staff. If you don’t have a system in place, we’ll custom build one for you and also install the networks and satellite connections.

•  SECURITY The security of your network is our number one priority. We know the stakes are high with threats coming from everywhere. 
DKBinnovative has the experience and resources to keep you secure from all threats and can assure that your assets are protected.

DKBinnovative understands the unique demands of the construction industry. Using more than 500 best practices, cutting-edge 
technology, and the utmost transparency, we can handle your IT productivity, compliance, and security so you can focus on  
business outcomes.
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